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F. B. Rosmej, D. H. H. Ho�mann, W. Süÿ et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002By means of spatially resolved high-resolution X-ray spetrosopy, we have investigated the generationof fast ions at various laser installations with di�erent �ux densities and laser wavelengths. It is demon-strated that the fast ion generation in laser-produed plasma an be ahieved for a very low level of theaveraged laser intensity onto the target. The time-of-�ight mass spetrometry ion diagnostis and X-rayspetrographs give very lose results for the energy distribution of the thermal ion omponent. For higherenergies, however, we found signi�ant di�erenes: the spatially resolved high-resolution spetrographsexpose the presene of supra-thermal ions, while the time-of-�ight method does not. Supra-thermal ionenergies Eion plotted as a funtion of the q�2 parameter show a large satter far above the experimentalerrors. The ause of these large satters is attributed to a strong non-uniformity of the laser intensitydistribution in the foal spot. The analyses by means of hydrodynami and spetral simulations show thatthe X-ray emission spetrum is a omplex onvolution from di�erent parts of plasma with strongly di�er-ent eletron density and temperature. It is shown that the highly resolved Li-like satellite spetrum nearHe� ontains signi�ant distortions even for very low hot eletron frations. Non-Maxwellian spetrosopyallows determinating both the hot eletron fration and the bulk eletron temperature.1. INTRODUCTIONThe interation of intense laser radiation with mat-ter leads to the reation of plasma in whih the ab-sorbed energy is not ompletely thermalized. This givesrise to the familiar phenomena of fast ion emission, un-derstanding whih is important for both the laser fusionand the development of fast ion soures [1�3℄.Until now, the main part of the experimental in-formation on the fast ion prodution in laser plasmaswas obtained with the help of mass spetrometry meth-ods (see, e.g., review [4℄ and the speial issue [5℄).These methods are based on the diret observation ofions over large distanes, usually performed by hargedpartile detetors (e.g., Faraday detetor) several me-ters away from the plae of plasma reation. In thisase, the results strongly depend on the reombinationproesses that our during the plasma expansion tolarge distanes. Thus, although these methods are suit-able to investigate laser-produed plasmas as possiblesoures of multi-harged fast ions for some pratialappliations, they have serious limitations for studiesof the fast ion prodution mehanisms inside the laser-produed plasma. More suitable for this purpose arethe indiret spetrosopi methods � the observationof photons emitted by fast ions rather than the diretobservation of fast ions. At present, suh spetrosopimethods are not widely used for the investigations offast ions. There are only several papers where thesemethods have been used in nanoseond [6�8℄ and fem-toseond [9; 10℄ laser-produed plasmas.In this paper, we present results for the fast ion pro-dution in plasmas reated by nanoseond laser pulseswith di�erent wavelengths (0:308 �m, 0:8 �m, 1:06 �m,and 10:6 �m). The results ofX-ray spetrosopi meth-ods show that the parameter q�2las (where q is the laser

�ux density and �las is the laser wavelength) is impor-tant for the proesses of fast ion generation but it doesnot ompletely determine these proesses. It is alsoshown that using laser radiation with the wavelength� 1 �m, one an generate multiharged ions with theMeV energy (the so-alled MeV-ions) even for moderatevalues of laser �ux density at about 1013 W/m2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPThe experimental investigations were arried outat four di�erent researh enters: GSI-Darmstadt andthe Tehnial University Darmstadt (Germany), Fras-ati (Italy), Salay (Frane), and TRINITI (Rus-sia). At GSI, the experiments were arried out atthe �nhelix-laser� installation (nanoseond high en-ergy laser for heavy ion experiments). �nhelix� is aNd-Glass/Nd-Yag laser (�las = 1:06 �m) with the pulseduration 15 ns and the energy up to 100 J. The presentexperiments, however, were performed with the energy17 J. The laser radiation is foused with a plane-onvexlens (diameter 100 mm, foal length f = 130 mm) ontoa solid te�on target (CF2). With the spot size about500 �m, we obtain the �ux density about 1012 W/m2onto the target and an extremely extended plasmasoure where the radiation emission of the He-like ionsextends up to 1.5 m [8℄. In order to obtain di�erentlaser �uxes onto the target, the distane between thelens and the target was hanged.In the Salay laser enter, the experiments wereperformed with the UHI10, a Ti:Sapphire laser with� = 0:8 �m. It was designed to generate 10 TW ultra-short pulses with a 10 Hz repetition rate. In the experi-ments reported here, the osillator was swithed o� and74



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 The generation of fast partiles in plasmas : : :the ampli�ed pulse was provided by a regenerative am-pli�er used as a free-running Q-swithed nanoseondosillator. The pulse had a nearly Gaussian temporalpro�le with the full width at half maximum equal to8 ns. The available energy in the experimental ham-ber was between 0.6 and 0.8 J. The 80 mm diameterp-polarized laser beam was foused with an f=2:35 o�-axis paraboli mirror onto a CF2 target with the ini-dene angle �las = 45Æ (Fig. 1). The 1=e2 foal spotradius was between 10 to 20 �m, giving the �ux densityabout 5 � 1013 W/m2.The eximer laser HERCULES used in Frasati isa disharge pumped XeCl system (�las = 0:308 �m)designed and built by ENEA, INN FIS Department ofFrasati [11℄. The apaitor bank of HERCULES isdiretly onneted with the laser eletrodes. Just be-fore the rising voltage reahes the self-breakdown level,an X-ray pulse is injeted into the Ne-based XeCl gasmixture providing an avalanhe proess. This phototriggering tehnique allows irumventing the typialproblem of a reliable swithing in the main dishargeiruit. In this way, HERCULES an be easily operatedin the repetition rate mode without limitations beauseof both the high harge transfer (� 30 mC) and thehigh urrent rate (� 1011 A/s). In the present exper-iments, we used an injeted PBUR (positive branhunstable resonator) on�guration, whih means thatHERCULES was used as a laser ampli�er amplifyingthe beam generated by a ommerial laser (SpetraPhysis) with a 10 ns pulse duration. The energy thusobtained was 2 J per pulse with the 10 Hz repetitionrate. The laser beam was foused by a triplet lens (withthe f -number F = 3) to a spot with the diameter 50�80 �m onto a plane solid target, giving the intensityabout 6 � 1012 W/m2.In TRINITI, the experiments were arried out us-ing the TIR-1 faility, whih was thoroughly desribedin [12℄. The TIR-1 sheme an be used to generateCO2 laser pulses with stable parameters and durationthat an be varied in the range from 2 to 30 ns. Gas-phase saturable absorbers eliminated the feedbak be-tween the target under study and the laser system. Thewave front of the radiation was shaped by spatial �ltersand mathed irises. The output beam with the diam-eter 200 mm had a divergene lose to the di�rationlimit. The laser system harateristis ensured goodrepeatability and optimization of the laser pulse pa-rameters from the start. In the experiments desribedbelow, the laser soure was a single-mode CO2 osil-lator built around the ampli�er module of the TIR-1faility with the ative volume � 17 liters. The radi-ation was produed in an unstable resonator with the

length 2.7 m and the ampli�ation � 3. The energy ofthe output beam with the diameter 150 mm was about60 J, and the laser pulse duration was 20 ns. The laserradiation is foused with a lens (with the foal lengthf = 600 mm) onto a solid magnesium target with thespot diameter about 500 �m. In this ase, the laser�ux density was about 1012 W/m2. In order to ob-tain di�erent laser �uxes onto the target, the distanebetween the lens and the target was varied.In all experiments, soft X-ray radiation was simul-taneously reorded by two spetrographs with spheri-ally bent mia rystals. The angle between the targetnormal and the laser beam was �las, and the anglebetween the target surfae and the entral ray of theseond (b) spetrograph was �b. The urvature radii ofthe rystals were 150 mm and 100 mm. Both spetro-graphs were installed in the FSSR-2D sheme [13; 14℄.This allowed observing spetra with the spetral resolu-tion �=Æ� = 3000�5000 and spatial resolution Æx = 25�45 �m. In the TRINITI experiments, we simultane-ously used both the X-ray spetrosopy and traditionalmass spetrometry (desribed in detail in [12℄) diagnos-tis.The experiments at GSI, Frasati and Salay wereperformed with �at solid te�on targets. In these ases,spetrographs were tuned to the spetral region 13.7�17Å ontaining the resonane line Ly� of H-like F IXand the lines He�, He� , and He of He-like F VIII. Inthe TRINITI experiments, �at solid magnesium targetswere used. In this ase, we observed (in the seond or-der of rystal re�etion) the spetral regions 9.0�9.5Åand 7.8�8.6Å, whih ontain the Ly� line of Mg XIIand the He� and He� lines of Mg XI. Examples of thespetrograms and densitograms obtained are presentedin Figs. 1�2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe main idea to use the X-ray spetrosopy forthe observation of fast ions is as follows. Suppose thata plasma expansion predominantly ours in the di-retion normal to the target surfae (the z axis). Theobserved emission spetra then depend on the angle be-tween the diretion of observation and z axis beause ofthe Doppler e�et. Using several spetrographs simul-taneously, it is possible to derive the diretion of thepredominant plasma expansion and its veloity distri-bution from the observed spetra. For example, if theplasma is ylindrially symmetri (the usual ase forthe interation of a laser pulse with a �at target) theuse of two spetrographs already provides the neessary75
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Fig. 1. The X-ray images of �uorine (a) and densitograms (b) obtained from the te�on plasma radiation for di�erent observa-tion diretions: 1 � parallel to the target surfae, 2� at the angle �b = 45Æ to the target surfae (�las = 0). The XeCl laserpulse parameters are �las = 0:308 �m, �las = 12 ns, Elas = 2 J, q = 6 � 1012 W/m2, and q�2las = 6 � 1011 W��m2/m2information. In this ase, spetrograph (a) observes theplasma in the diretion perpendiular to the z axis andthe line pro�les are expeted to be essentially symmet-ri. The width of the lines (apart from the randomwalk haraterized by the ion temperature Ti) is deter-mined by the transverse omponent Vx;y of the plasmaexpansion veloity, ��(a)� � Vx;y : (1)For the seond spetrograph (b), the situation is dif-ferent: the plasma motion is not symmetri, beausethe plasma moves only in the positive z diretion. Thespetral line is then shifted to shorter wavelengths by�� = �0Vz sin�b: (2)Beause di�erent ions an have di�erent expansion ve-loities, the observed spetra show orresponding wingson the blue side of all spetral lines. The line pro�le isstrongly asymmetri. Using the relationI ��0 + �0 Vz sin'b� / N(Vz); (3)it is possible to determine the number N(Vz) of fastions for a given veloity, i.e., the veloity distribution.

We note that usually Vz � Vx;y, and onsequently,the asymmetry observed by spetrograph (b) must bemuh more pronouned than the broadening observedby spetrograph (a). Exeptions from the symmetri-al line shape for spetrograph (a) an be aused byradiation transport e�ets in transverse di�erentiallymoving (x-, y-diretion) plasmas. Di�erential plasmamotion results in a relative shift of the emission andabsorption pro�les and the emission pro�les are asym-metri [2℄.The �rst X-ray spetrosopi observations of fastions in a laser-produed plasma from solid targets weremade many years ago [6; 7℄. The spetral distribution ofthe Doppler-shifted radiation from fast He-like ions wasdeteted using �at or ylindrially bent rystal spe-trographs. This tehnique has the serious drawbakof spatial integration (we note that although the in-trodution of slits in priniple also provides a spatialresolution with �at rystals, the intensity onsiderablydrops and the signal-to-noise ratio beomes insu�ientfor a detailed analysis of spetra). However, the use offousing spetrographs with spherially bent rystalsallows obtaining a high spatial resolution while main-taining high luminosity. The high spetral and spatialresolution as well as the high luminosity allow measure-76
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Fig. 2. The X-ray images of �uorine (a) and densitograms (b) obtained from the te�on plasma radiation for di�erentobservation diretions: 1 � parallel to the target surfae, 2 � at the angle �b = 90Æ to the target surfae (�las = 45Æ).The Ti:Sapphire laser pulse parameters are �las = 0:8 �m, �las = 8 ns, Elas = 0:7 J, q = 5 � 1013 W/m2, andq�2las = 3 � 1013 W��m2/m2ments for low intensity soures (and less intense lines,whih are extremely important for diagnosti purposes)with higher spetral line densities.The spetrograms shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were ob-tained using the various laser failities desribed above.Figure 1 presents the plasma prodution by a rela-tively low-intensity and short-wavelength laser pulse.Figure 1a shows the images and Fig. 1b shows theorresponding traes (spetra). The lines from highlyharged �uorine deteted by the spetrometer alignedperpendiularly to the plasma expansion axis, i.e.,along the target surfae (images 1 in Fig. 1a) exhibita symmetrial shape. The width of the He� and He�lines are approximately equal to eah other, indiatingthat Stark broadening does not dominate in the linewings. Images 2 in Fig. 1a orrespond to aligning thespetrograph at the angle �b = 45Æ to the target sur-fae. More details are seen from the spetra obtainedby traing the orresponding images, Fig. 1b, spetra1 and 2. The width of the lines is determined by theDoppler broadening due to the expansion at thermalveloities and by the plasma optial thikness.

In ontrast, the results obtained for the te�onplasma using the GSI and Salay laser failities (see,e.g., Fig. 2) show that the line shape deteted in thediretion at 55Æ to the target surfae exhibits a strongasymmetry in the blue wings (e.g., for eah line He�,He� , He , Ly�). This asymmetry ours beause of theexpansion dynamis and orresponds to large Dopplershifts (whih annot be explained by thermal expan-sion) and manifests the existene of a onsiderableamount of fast ions. The arrow near the urve in Fig. 2bshows the value of the Doppler shift that orresponds tothe relative veloity 5�108 m/s. We note that althoughthe laser wavelengths and pulse durations were rathersimilar, the pulse energies and fousing onditions werequite di�erent.Similar results were obtained for the Mg plasmaprodued by the long-wavelength CO2-laser pulse forthe observation angle �b = 45Æ. In this ase, the lineasymmetry is pronouned for the optially thik reso-nane line (He�1) and for the spetrally resolved opti-ally thin interombination line (He�2).The extration of the average energy of fast ions77



F. B. Rosmej, D. H. H. Ho�mann, W. Süÿ et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002from the measured spetra is based on the analysis ofthe blue wings of the spetral lines. Beause the mo-tion of ions is direted towards the spetrograph, theradiation emitted by fast ions must not pass throughdense absorbing plasma regions. We now estimate pos-sible absorption e�ets. The frequeny-dependent op-tial thikness is given by�ji(!) = LZ0 14�2ji gjgiAjini'ji(!)dx; (4)where �ji is the wavelength for the transition j ! i,gj and gi are the statistial weights of the upper/lowerstates, Aji is the spontaneous transition probability, niis the absorbing ground state, �ij is the line pro�le, andL is the relevant plasma size. The line enter optialthikness �0 an be estimated from�0;ji � 1:25 � 10�10�3ji[m℄��Aji ��� ni[m�3℄Leff [�m℄; (5)where �=�� is the relative line width. For a Dopplerpro�le, the relative line width is given by��� = 7:69 � 10�5s kTi[eV℄M [amu℄ : (6)For ne = 1021 m�3 (the ritial density of theNd-Glass laser), kTi = 200 eV, M = 24, andLeff = 100 �m, we obtain �0 � 40 for the He-like reso-nane line He�1 of Mg (A = 1:95�1013 s�1) and �0 � 0:1for the interombination line He�2 (A = 3:40�1010 s�1).The optial thikness of the interombination line antherefore be negleted even in the line enter and for theresonane line, the optial thikness is negligible aboutone FWHM out of the line enter. Therefore, the spe-tral dependene of the intensities is diretly related tothe ion veloity distribution funtion.Figure 3 shows the relative intensity in the bluewings of the He� line of �uorine versus the Dopplershift measured in terms of the ion energy (diretedmotion). The smooth lines represent Maxwell distri-bution �ts (with the temperature determined by theangle to the absissa axis in logarithmi plots). Theresults show that the experimental unertainty is suf-�iently small to determine the average energy valuesfor the fast ions. It should be noted that the di�er-ene between the Salay (Fig. 3a) and GSI (Fig. 3b)results an be aused by two reasons. The �rst is thehigher laser �ux density for UHI10 faility. The seondreason an be related to a resonane absorption of the
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F. B. Rosmej, D. H. H. Ho�mann, W. Süÿ et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002tation, eletron-ion temperature relaxation, and heat-ing by laser light taken into aount semi-empirially.The eletron energy balane equation also inludesterms orresponding to the ionization and exitation ofplasma ions and to the energy loss due to the plasmaradiation. The energy losses due to the radiation inspetral lines and in the ontinuum are self-onsistentlytaken into aount along with the hydrodynamis andpopulation kinetis. The interation of laser light withplasma is modelled in the geometrial optis approx-imation by the ray-traing tehnique. The ideal gasequation of state was used to ouple the system of equa-tions.The total amount of atomi and ioni states for Mgused in simulation was 77. The atomi model equa-tions were solved self-onsistently along with the hy-drodynamis equations, whih also allowed orretlytreating the transient e�ets in population kinetis.Temperature-dependent rates are alulated under theassumption that the temperature distribution of ele-tron energies obtained from hydrodynamis is given bythe Maxwell distribution funtion. The e�et of the lineradiation re-absorption was desribed within the pho-ton esape probability approah. The values of esapeprobabilities were alulated in the Sobolev approxi-mation [27℄. The drawbak of the GIDRA-1 ode forthe purpose of X-ray spetra analysis is that the doub-ly exited states are absent in the atomi model, andno satellite lines are therefore present in the generatedspetrum.On the other hand, another ode pakage exploitedin the ourse of present work, MARIA [28℄, solves mul-tilevel multiion stage atomi model equations with twoimportant features: the orret aount for a largenumber of doubly exited levels and a non-Maxwellianeletron energy distribution funtion. MARIA solvesthe ompletely transient set of nonlinear population ki-netis equationsdnjdt = �nj NXk=1Wjk + NXi=1 niWij ; (7)where nj are the population densities, N is the maxi-mum number (dynami) of levels (ground, singly- andmulti-exited states of various ion stages), and the Wmatrix ontains all the ollision radiative proesses andradiation transport e�ets. If a matrix element physi-ally does not exist, its value is zero. More details re-lated to the appliations to spetra interpretation aredesribed elsewhere [2; 28�31℄.We have on�ned ourselves to the representation ofnon-Maxwellian distribution funtions with the lowest

possible number of �temperature parameters T� thatallowed ahieving a reasonable desription of the exper-imental spetra. This was heked by means of threeT parameters and a mono-energeti beam by hangingthe respetive relative frations and energies. The non-Maxwellian eletron distribution funtion an then beharaterized by the hot eletron frationfhot = nhotnold + nhot : (8)The non-Maxwellian rate oe�ients are given byhV �i = (1� fhot)hV �; Toldi+ fhothV �; Thoti; (9)where the brakets indiate the integration of the ross-setion with the distribution funtion (assumed to beMaxwellian with the parameter T ),hV �; T i = 1ZE0 �(E)V (E)F (E)dE; (10)where F (E) = 2p� pE exp(�E=kT )(kT )3=2 : (11)For the three-body reombination, the orrespondingexpression is more ompliated beause it then beomesneessary to simultaneously introdue two distributionfuntions and the double di�erential ionization rosssetionhV �Tri = (1� fhot)2hV1V1�Tri+ f2hothV2V2�Tri++ 2fhot(1� fhot)hV1V2�Tri; (12)wherehVkVl�Trji i = �2~3m2e gigj 1Z0 dEk �� 1Z0 dEl EpEkEl �Iij(E;Ek)F (Ek)F (El): (13)If k = l, the integral in Eq. (13) an be redued to an in-tegral involving the usual ionization ross setion �I(E)(physially, this is equivalent to the appliation of thedetailed balane priniple). For k 6= l, the integralsare alulated numerially using the double di�erentialionization ross setion �Iij(E;Ek).Beause we use the MARIA ode to generate thedetailed X-ray spetra either for given plasma density,temperature and eletron distribution funtion, we �rstinvestigated the validity of this approah. The two im-portant features of laser plasma are the strong non-uniformity of plasma parameters and the essentially80



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 The generation of fast partiles in plasmas : : :transient ionization and reombination proesses our-ring when plasma �ows from the old nearly solid-statedensity region through the hot ritial zone to the rareand rather old �orona�. We restrit our treatmentto one-dimensional e�ets (however, spherial geome-try was hosen).One type of simulations was made for a Nd laser atthe irradiation onditions orresponding to the experi-ments at the �nhelix-laser� faility at GSI. The targetwas assumed to be solid magnesium. The pulse shapewas Gaussian with the FWHM 15 ns, the peak of thepulse was shifted by 7.5 ns from the start of the sim-ulation (therefore, the simulation time t = 7:5 ns or-responds to the peak of laser power). The peak powerdensity of a pulse with the Gaussian temporal shape ir-radiating a solid target was set as Plas = 1012 W/m2,� = 1:06 �m. The initial radius of the target was setto R0 = 750 �m.Figure 6 presents the results of this simulation fora (Lagrangian) plasma partile that passes the pointwhere Te reahes the maximum at the time of the laserpower peak. Figure 6a shows the relative abundanes ofLi-like and He-like Mg as a funtion of time for the La-grangian partile. It is learly seen that Li-like ions arepresent only for a few nanoseonds. Thereafter, the He-like ion population beomes dominant very soon. Afterthe eletron density beomes several times smaller thanthe ritial density, the ionization state of the plasmabeomes �frozen� beause the harateristi reombi-nation time is muh longer than the harateristi timeof rarefation. For the same Lagrangian partile, wealso alulated the relative abundanes obtained un-der the assumption that all populations are in a steadystate. The steady-state He-like ion population beomessigni�antly di�erent from the transient one only af-ter 15 ns when the laser pulse is already over. Fig-ure 6b shows the evolution of the eletron density Neand the eletron temperature Te. In Fig. 6, the ra-diation power loss per unit volume is plotted for theresonane line of He-like Mg ions. The peak of the ra-diation power loss ours slightly earlier than the peakof the eletron temperature. This is beause the ele-tron density is rapidly dereasing.Another type of GIDRA-1 simulations orrespondsto irradiation onditions at the TIR-1 laser faility atTRINITI. The initial radius was set to R0 = 200 �m.The optial system of the TIR-1 laser was designed toprovide power density lose to 1014 W/m2. However,it turned out to be impossible to obtain high-qualityspetra beause of �lm over-exposure (probably ausedby fast eletrons hitting the rystal and resulting in theX-ray radiation from the mia surfae). To avoid this
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[4, 15, 17, 32, 33℄), a satisfatory understanding is stillmissing. In this situation, the experimental investiga-tion of fast ions and hot eletrons inside the plasma vol-ume where the laser energy is absorbed is mandatoryfor the understanding and benhmarking of theoretialmodels. X-ray spetrosopy set up with a high spetraland spatial resolution proves to be an exellent tool forthese purposes. Moreover, the development of mod-els for the interpretation of non-Maxwellian emissionspetra have shown that the radiation from autoioniz-ing states (the so-alled dieletroni satellite spetra)play a signi�ant role [8, 28�30, 34�40℄. However, theregistration of these important satellite transitions re-quires very high-luminosity spetrographs. Spheriallybent mia rystals [13, 14℄ have been proved to simul-taneously satisfy all the requirements that are nees-sary in pratial appliations: high spetral resolution(�=Æ� � 5:000), high spatial resolution (Æx � 10 �m),high luminosity, and a su�iently large spetral inter-val for the registration of various line emissions.Figure 8a shows the spetral interval from the He-li-ke interombination line up to the Li-like kj-satellites(see, e.g., [41℄ for the satellite designation) from thenhelix-Nd-Glass/YAG-laser at GSI. The spetrum or-responds to the distane about 1.9 mm from the enterof the laser spot. For these areas, the laser �ux den-sity is muh lower than for the entral spot and we donot expet a onsiderable amount of hot eletrons andfast ions. This spetrum is therefore suitable to ex-perimentally ross-heking the spetra simulations ofmulti-exited ions under well-de�ned onditions. Thetheoretial modelling (thik line in Fig. 8a) �ts the ex-periment in all spetral details with the following pa-rameters: the eletron temperature kTe = 200 eV, theeletron density ne = 2�1020 m�3 and the photon pathlength Leff = 500 �m. The essential point here onsistsin the simultaneous math of the interombination lineHe�2, the qr-, a-d-, and jk-satellites that strongly de-pend on non-Maxwellian eletrons beause of their dif-ferent exitation hannels and exitation mehanisms[8, 28, 36℄. It an be learly seen that a good modellingis obtained without the introdution of hot eletrons(we note that the slight disrepanies in wavelengthsare not aused by inaurate atomi data but rather bya nonlinear experimental wavelength sale). It is alsoworth paying attention to the good interpretation nearthe interombination line He�2: �rst, we note that noblue wings are observed, and seond, we also obtaineda good agreement of the satellite struture near thepositions indiated with �nm� and �st�. In fat, theorresponding intensities are aused by the emissionnot only from the Li-like 1s2l2l0-satellites nm/st but82
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Fig. 9. Intensities of the He-like interombination lineHe�2 and the Li-like satellites qr and jk for di�erentvalues of Told and di�erent frations of hot eletrons:ne = 1021 m�3, kThot = 2 keV. The arrows indiate thedi�erent threshold values of kTold for the strong onset ofthe hot eletron in�uene on the line emission; f = 0 (a),10�5 (b)ing beyond the eletron temperature. However, tak-ing the transient numerial data for a Lagrangian ellfrom gasdynamial alulations (see Fig. 7), we �ndthat in the early stage of plasma development (orre-sponding to spetra near the target surfae to whihwe on�ne our present disussion), these e�ets aresmall. The main reason for this is the high eletrondensity in the �rst few ns after the target ablationdriving the on�nement parameter (ne�) to large val-ues. The detailed non-Maxwellian investigation of thedata with the MARIA-simulations showed that Toldis rather low, about 60 eV, while the temperature ofhot eletrons Thot is about 1 keV (or higher). Thereasons are as follows. Usually the hot eletron om-ponent not only inreases inner-shell exitation rates(and therefore rises the orresponding lines, e.g., theqr-satellites), but also drives the ioni population tohigher-harge states through inreased ionization rates.In quasi-stationary plasmas with the on�nement pa-rameters ne� � 1012 m�3 � s; (14)the inreased inner-shell exitation rates and depletedharge states an partly anel. However, if the bulkeletron temperature is very low, we meet with an en-tirely di�erent regime: the hot eletrons are not ableto shift the ioni harge states to signi�antly highervalues and inreased inner-shell exitation rates are di-retly visible through the inreased emission of the or-responding lines. In this regime, the spetrosopi di-agnosti is extremely sensitive to the hot eletron fra-tion and the low values of fhot about 10�6 lead to83 6*



F. B. Rosmej, D. H. H. Ho�mann, W. Süÿ et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002signi�ant hanges in the spetral distribution. Thisis shown in Fig. 9 for the interombination line He�2,qr- and kj-satellites. Two important observations anbe made from this �gure: �rst, the ritial value ofkTold, where the in�uene of the hot eletrons startsto be essential, is di�erent for di�erent lines (see ar-rows), seond, the �bumps� for urves (b) are also verydi�erent. In partiular, the bump for the qr-satellitesat about kTold � 50 eV is so strongly pronouned thatit even leads to a loal maximum (the inreased inner-shell exitation rates strongly dominate over the shiftedbalane, see the disussion above). Therefore, the qr-satellites rise in intensity relative to the other emis-sion lines. The di�erent threshold values (in partiu-lar, those for the kj-satellites) have the following origin:the dieletroni apture energy and the exitation en-ergy for the interombination line are di�erent. Thesmall bump for the kj-satellites results from the diele-troni reombination aused by the distribution fun-tion with the parameter kThot. These overall harater-istis are aused by the exitation from di�erent han-nels through di�erent mehanisms: the inner-shell ex-itation for the qr-satellites, ollisional exitation fromthe He-like ground state for the interombination line,and dieletroni apture into the He-like ground statefor the kj-satellites. Preisely these di�erent hannelsmake the seleted emission lines suitable for the hoteletron investigation.Figure 8b also shows the theoretial �tting of theexperimental spetrum. The theoretial spetrumwas obtained for kTold = 60 eV, ne = 1019 m�3,kThot = 1 keV, fhot = 4 � 10�7, and Leff = 500 �m.It should be noted that it was impossible to desribethe relative struture of satellite lines without intro-duing hot eletrons. On the other hand, it is impos-sible to explain the blue wing of the He�2 line withoutthe introdution of fast ions. The relative struture ofsatellite intensities is not very sensitive to the hot ele-tron energy if Thot is omparable to or larger than thethreshold value (beause the rate oe�ients are mainlyinversely proportional to the square root of Thot and donot show a strong exponential dependene). Therefore,Thot may be signi�antly higher.We next onsider spatial non-uniformity of the plas-mas. In Fig. 10, we present the spatial distribution ofplasma parameters (at the time of the peak laser in-tensity) from the simulation of the CO2 laser-produedplasma. Figure 10a shows the eletron density as afuntion of radius together with the population densi-ties of Li-like and He-like Mg. It is easily seen thatLi-like ions are present only in a rather narrow spatialregion of about 20 �m, while the He-like Mg ions o-
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Fig. 10. The alulated distribution of plasma parame-ters for a spherially-symmetri target irradiated by theCO2 laser pulse: a � eletron density (Ne) and numberdensities of Li-like and He-like magnesium (NLi and NHerespetively) along the radius; b � the eletron tempera-ture Te,  � the radiation power density of the resonaneand interombination lines of He-like magnesium (R[He℄and I[He℄ respetively)upy an order of magnitude wider region. Figure 10bshows the distribution of the eletron temperature andFig. 10 presents the distribution of the radiation powerdensity (per unit volume) for the He-like resonane (R)and interombination (I) lines. Two things are impor-tant to emphasize. First, resonane and interombina-tion lines of He-like magnesium have a peak of the ra-diation power at an eletron density muh higher thanritial. This explains the rather large X-ray emis-sion intensity �xed in experiments. Seond, the ele-tron temperature at the point where the peak of thesetwo lines ours is about 200 eV, whih is signi�antlyhigher than the temperature at the point where thepeak of Li-like Mg is situated (60 eV). From these re-sults, we onlude that the emission of the He-like res-onane line and assoiated satellite lines originate fromtwo distint regions in whih both the temperature andeletron density are quite di�erent. The fat that theresonane line and the satellites are radiated from dif-ferent spatial regions is valid for lower and higher laserradiation intensities (we performed simulations in the84



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 The generation of fast partiles in plasmas : : :range of intensities P0 = 5�1011�1�1014 W/m2) as wellas for plasma parameters orresponding to the peak ofthe Li-like ion abundane. The peak of the He-like res-onane line is found to be very onservative againsthanges of the laser power density.The presene of blue wings at the He-like resonaneand interombination lines and the absene of this fea-ture on satellites also indiates that satellites are radi-ated from narrow regions where the veloity does nothange signi�antly. On the other hand, the resonaneline is radiated from a rather wide region where theplasma is strongly aelerated.Taking the plasma non-uniformity into aount, wetreat the e�etive eletron temperature obtained byomparing the intensities of both He-like and Li-liketransitions as, probably, strongly underestimated inomparison to the peak eletron temperature. Beausewe revealed that the He-like resonane line is insensitiveto the density fration of hot eletrons (for f � 10�5 atleast) at the eletron temperatures above Te = 120 eVthe value of f obtained by the spetrum �tting is prob-ably also underestimated. Nevertheless, the sensitivityof the method to the density of hot eletrons is surpris-ingly high.6. NON-UNIFORM LASER INTENSITYDISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE FOCAL SPOTOne of the important features of our experimentswas a strong non-uniformity of the laser intensity distri-bution within the foal spot at the �nhelix� and TIR-1lasers. At the �nhelix� laser faility, this distributionwas measured. Results presented in Fig. 11 demon-strate the omplex struture of the laser intensity dis-tribution.Under the onditions of experiments at the TIR-1laser faility, the intensity pattern was also not uniform(due to the shifts of targets away from the optimalfous). The two-dimensional laser intensity distribu-tion was obtained from numerial simulation performedwith the FOCUS ode for the real experimental geom-etry. FOCUS is a two-dimensional di�ration ode forthe alulation of light intensity distribution in omplexoptial shemes that an inlude an arbitrary numberof apertures of arbitrary shape and plane or spherialmirrors. The onentri gap appears due to the shadowof the target and the support pivot plaed into the on-verging light beam. Di�ration of the laser beam onthe target introdues additional peaks. In our view,these quite non-uniform intensity distribution patternsprovoke �lamentation of laser light, whih leads to the

Fig. 11. The measured laser intensity distribution inthe foal spot at the �nhelix� laser faility

Fig. 12. The X-ray pinhole image of Mg plas-mas produed by CO2 TIR-1-laser at the intensity6 �1012 W/m2 (average over 10 shots). Three plasmajets (see arrows) originate from the hot spot85



F. B. Rosmej, D. H. H. Ho�mann, W. Süÿ et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002reation of loally overheated regions. This e�et inthe CO2 laser-produed plasma was, probably, �rst re-ported in [42℄, where the �lamentation e�et was ob-served above the inident intensity � 2 � 1012 W/m2,a value being essentially lower than in our experimentsat TIR-1. At the same time, our pinhole images pro-dued by several subsequent shots (from four to ten)learly demonstrate several �plasma jets� (see arrowsin Fig. 12), whih, would be averaged on the �lm inthe ase of stohasti �lamentation. The example ofan X-ray pinhole image is shown in Fig. 12. This qual-itatively proves the presumed orrelation of the laserintensity non-uniformity and the appearane of laserlight �lamentation, whih, as a onsequene, leads toan �easier� generation of fast ions and eletrons. Thismight be a way to ontrol the fast partile prodution,but in the present work, we did not aim at any opti-mizations.Our experiments demonstrate that the generationof fast eletrons and ions an be ahieved at very lowlevels of laser intensity ompared to that reahed atfemtoseond lasers [43, 44℄ (q�2 > 1018 W��m2/m2).As Fig. 5 indiates, fast ion energy shows no lear or-relation with the q�2 parameter. This is in line withthe observation of the fast ion generation in the CO2laser-produed plasma, whih was signi�antly less ef-�ient than when we studied plasmas reated by lasersin the visible wavelength range (while one would ex-pet the opposite due to muh lower ritial eletrondensity). 7. CONCLUSIONSWe have studied the fast ion and hot eletronprodution at various di�erent laser installations atGSI-Darmstadt (Germany), Salay (Frane), Frasati(Italy) and TRINITI (Russia) for Nd-Glass, Ti-Sapphi-re, XeCl, and CO2 lasers by means of high-resolutionX-ray spetrosopi methods and ion-time-of-�ightmeasurements. The spetrosopi approah providesinformation about the plasma partiles even inside theplasma volume. Experimentally further advantageousis the fat that the analysis is based on a unique foot-ing, namely on the investigation of a highly resolvedspetral interval ontaining numerous X-ray line tran-sitions of target ions from states with various harges.Fast ion distributions have been haraterizedthrough Doppler-shifted line wings of spatially resolvedX-ray spetra originating from highly harged targetions inside the plasma volume. For laser intensitiesq�2 < 1014 W��m2/m2, a large sattering (by or-
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